VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
IN THE PERUVIAN AMAZON
From: USD$ 750.00
In 1975 Explorer´s Inn was established in the Madre de Dios region of Peru with the aim of providing sustainable
eco-tourism and providing critical support to research of the surrounding tropical forest.

Die daraus folgende Forschung und Lobbyarbeit der Lodge resultierte in der Gründung des Tambopata
Nationalreservats, eines Gebiets von unglaublicher Biodiversität. Peru steht nur Columbien in Sachen der
Vogelartenvielfalt etwas nach, und das Explorer’s Inn hat ein drittel aller in Peru vorkommenden Vogelarten mit
einem aktuellen Stand von 620 Arten, darin inbegriffen 19 verschiedene Papageien und Araspezien welche
regelmäßig die örtlichen Lehmquellen zur Mineralaufnahme nutzen. Der Wald beheimatet zudem 91 registrierte
Säugetier- und über 1500 Schmetterlingsarten.

These incredible levels of biodiversity are in no small part due
to the numerous habitat types in the surrounding forest that
have some of the highest productivity levels in the world due
to nutrient rich soils, unusual for Amazonia. Conservation
efforts are also important, and the Tambopata Reserve
remains the best area in Peru to see large charismatic
mammals such as capybaras, tapirs, white-lipped peccaries,
giant-river otters, large bodied monkeys such as red howlers,
and the elusive jaguar. Explorers Inn continues to run today as
a lodge for ecotourism and a home base for visiting
researchers.
Now the lodge is looking for volunteers to assist in the
surrounding tropical research as well as assist in the
management of Peru’s oldest Amazonian lodge. This is an
opportunity not to be missed for those who are interested in a
future in conservation or tropical research. It is the chance to
hone your research and conservation skills as well as live in
Amazonian tropical forest! Click here for a list of current
research activities underway at the lodge.

EXPECTED VOLUNTEER ACTIVITIES
1. Assist in data collection and data processing for visiting
researchers: Various scientists from around the World are
currently running experiments and long-term studies of the
surrounding areas. The availability of permanent volunteers to
assists in data collection is of great value, while the volunteers
themselves get crucial exposure to how scientific research is
done.
Learn the protocols and methodology of tropical
research.
Assist in point counts, transects, sampling etc.
Potentially

co-author

published

scientific

articles.

(Depending on head researcher)

2. Compile and update faunal and floral species lists: Since
Explorer’s inception, various species lists have been compiled;
however, the majority require updating, while others need to be
restarted from scratch. This can be a highly entertaining
activity as one searches for rare species throughout the forest
and attempt to identify sightings in our field guides back at the lodge. Sightings of rare and charismatic species
are of particularly importance, as their location is invaluable to our guides.
Locate and record species of birds, mammals, butterflies etc.
Keep track of where charismatic fauna and rare birds are being found along our trails to assist our guides in
locating them for our guests.
3. Trail maintenance: We have a network of trails that snake their way through- out the surrounding forest passing
through several types of tropical forest. The sheer size of our private network means that many of these trails
eventually be- gin to disappear or become impassable and need to be cleared. Small and simple bridges are also
often needed to allow crossing during the rainy season.
Our network of trails stretches for 25 km through and around the surrounding forest.
Clear and maintain these trails for easier access for our guided walks.
This includes cutting away overhanging material and removing larger material that blocks the trail and
repairing and constructing wooden bridges.

4. Maintain and develop our botanical garden: The local people
of the Madre de Dios province use a number of local plants for
medicinal uses. The knowledge of which plants to use for
which ailment has been passed down for generations. Many of
these plants grow in our surrounding forest and our resident
natural healer is cultivating them at the lodge.
Collect samples for our botanical garden including many
of the forest’s medicinal species.
Learn about the use and cultivation of these medicinal
plants from our local shaman.
5. Help develop our new permaculture farm: On the other side
of the Tambopata River is a small area of land outside of the
reserve that belongs to Explorer’s Inn. This area forms part of
a buffer zone for the reserve. The forest there hosts a number
of fruit tree species that have found their way there from
surrounding agricultural areas. We want to use this land to join
the permaculture revolution and grow our own food in
symbiosis with the surrounding ecological processes. Monocrop agriculture is a problem in Madre de Dios, and depressing
considering the potential of an area with staggering primal
productivity levels. We want to be an example to our surrounding neighbours and contribute to the epistemology
of tropical permaculture.
Develop our plot of land outside the reserve that is just across the river from the lodge.
Learn the ways of permaculture and grow the food you eat including the delicious jungle fruits.
Reduce our need to bring food from the city and so reduce our carbon footprint. 6.
6. Shadow and assist our local guides: Our local guides are fountains of knowledge on the surround forest and its
fauna and flora. They are always willing to share this knowledge, but also sometimes need assistance when
guiding large numbers of guests.
Accompany our guides on their expeditions through the forest.
Paddle boats with our guests looking for otters and caimans.
Learn about the forest first-hand and up close from our local guides.

7. Construction of green infrastructure: We are constantly
upgrading and improving our lodge and we take in more
guests each year. Our local engineers and builders can always
use an extra hand. We also construct things outside the lodge
such as jetties for the local oxbow lakes, or bird and animal
hides. To reduce costs and more importantly our impact on
the surrounding forest, we are constantly looking for ways to
become sustainable and improve our water and waste
systems through jungle ingenuity!
Help us by assisting in our construction efforts and
improving our sustainability practices.
Help us improve our water capture systems.
Assist us in developing improved waste systems.
Plan and construct innovative structures throughout our
property.
8. Language exchange: We are a lodge staffed by young local
people who are eager to improve their English, a crucial
necessity for a career in tourism. We welcome any effort to
help teach our staff and in exchange, learn and improve your
Spanish, the most widely spoken language on the planet!
Exchange your English with our staff’s Spanish.
You may well leave Explorer’s Inn speaking fluent español!

LIFE AT THE LODGE
Volunteers will have their own rooms with a shared bathroom
within the premises of the lodge.
Meals will be with the rest of the staff. Volunteers will
sometimes be expected to assist and learn from our trained
chefs in the preparation of their own food.
Football is played almost every day and volunteers are
welcome to hone their skills against some of Peru’s finest! On
days off we relax by swimming, fishing and or just playing
games of cards. We also have a television with cable which we
turn on in the evenings, especially for important football
matches!
The lodge has electricity from our generator, for at least 4
hours a day for the charging of any local equipment and to
power our lights at night. Local mobile phone signal is also
available throughout most of the lodge, with full 3G signal in
our canopy tower. This means that phone calls, Whatsapp and
social media platforms are all available, depending on your
service provider, or whether you buy a local sim card.
While all research equipment while be provided, we strongly
recommend volunteers bring a pair of at least 10x32
binoculars for aid in the field as well as for personal use. Binoculars greatly improve one’s ability to observes
fauna, particularly birds, in the forest where visibility if often difficult.

Volunteers will have four days off per month and will be
allowed to return to the nearby town of Puerto Maldonado on
any date provided the lodge and research supervisor is given
two weeks’ notice. We will provide free transport to, and
accommodation

in,

Puerto

Maldonado.

Accommodation

includes a Wi-Fi connection. Application and payment details:
Volunteers must be prepared to stay with us for at least one
month and can stay there after for up to six months (Maximum
length of a Peruvian tourist visa).
The cost of the volunteering for us which includes:
accommodation, food, as well as transport to and from Puerto Maldonado and the lodge; is $750 per month,
$750 per two months, and $750 per three months.
If you are interested please send us a mail indicating your interest or any inquiries you might have to
sales@explorersinn.com and residentmanager@explorersinn.com and we will get back to you within seven days. If
you receive no reply, please check your spam folder before sending another email.
You can also contact our office by telephone: +51 950 186 820

INCLUDES

Entrance fee to the National Reserve of Tamboptata
All transfer services since you get to Puerto Maldonado
Meals
Lodging
Guiding Services

RATES 2022
Type of room

Single

Twin / double

Triple

Entrance

STANDARD

914

677

609

20

Additional night

171

117

106

-

SUITE

1311

971

874

20

Additional night

246

169

152

-

WHAT TO BRING
We recommend visitors bring a small backpack with:
Binoculars
Camera
Flash light or better a headlight
Daypack
Cap / wide-brimmed hat
Trousers & shorts
T-shirts
Bathing suit
Raincoat / poncho
Water bottle
Sunblock
Sunglasses
Insect repellent
Certificate of yellow fever vaccine
Bills/notes of small amounts
Toiletries
Walking shoes / boots**
Sandals or alternative footwear for use at the lodge
** In the rainy season it is usually necessary to walk in rubber boots / wellies, which are provided by the lodge (up
to size 10). During the dry season it may be possible to walk in walking boots.

TAMBOPATA NATIONAL RESERVE - PUERTO MALDONADO - MADRE DE DIOS, PERU
sales@explorersinn.com
www.explorersinn.com
+51 950 186 820
MON - FRI: 09h00 to 17h00 (GMT-5)
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